The Photo Booth

by Global Entertainment  1-800-901-1007
The PhotoBooth!

What a great way to bring joy, fun and excitement to your party! The PhotoBooth does all of that and more. We’ve taken the fun of a traditional vintage PhotoBooth and merged it with new digital technology to bring you a one of a kind experience that adds fun and excitement to your party. Be it a wonderful Wedding Reception, a formal Black Tie event, reunion or birthday, the PhotoBooth will make your event the most remembered, most exciting and most fun!

Easy To Use

The PhotoBooth is completely automatic! Just sit down, press the button and you’re on your way to fun! It even talks you thru each picture… Amazing! A Live Preview feature, exclusive to the PhotoBooth, lets you see your photo just before it’s taken. Great for expressing yourself! Our special and exclusive dual screen allows everyone to see the fun—inside and out!
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**Classic Photos**

The PhotoBooth can be set up in a number of ways to print classic double strips (one for you and one for your guest) 4X6 portraits or anything you can imagine! Each photo is personalized to your event. We can add a logo or your picture too. All at no extra charge! All photos are printed on high quality photo stock that will last a lifetime. It’s fast too! Less than 20 seconds to print your picture!

**Fits Anywhere**

The PhotoBooth does it’s work all night long in a space smaller than a banquet table. But don’t let its size fool you. 2-8 folks can get their picture taken. With our special PhotoLounge attachment, up to 20 can smile for the Camera!
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**It’s a Keeper**

Along with all the great memories the PhotoBooth prints out all night long, You’ll get a CD of each and every image to look at again. Online too, if you like. In addition, we’ll provide an elegant scrapbook for guest pictures and their personal messages to you, right next to their picture. What a great memory!

**Dress It Up, Strike A Pose**

We include our famous prop and party favor kit with each PhotoBooth. Have some fun with a fancy mask, hat, umbrella, boa and more! You’re an instant movie star with the PhotoBooth

**Personal Attention**

While the PhotoBooth does its thing, we’ll watch over you and your guests to ensure everyone has fun. We’ll take care of the
scrapbook, help with the props, and much more. It will be a great Experience for you and your guests!

**What’s Included:**

The PhotoBooth (of course!)
Personal Attendant
Props and Party Favors
Elegant Scrapbook for Guests to Sign
Complete delivery and setup
Travel to destination (no extra charge!)
Unlimited Photos during your party
CD of all the Photos
Personalized Photo Strips with Logo/Words
Our Guarantee for GREAT FUN!

**Reserve your PhotoBooth!**

The PhotoBooth
*By Global Entertainment*

Post Office Box 3554
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54903
1-800-901-1007
info@globalphotobooth.com
Reserve Your PhotoBooth Today!

Reserve Form
Fill out and return this form and we’ll reserve the PhotoBooth for your event. Please note this form is not a contract. Once we receive this information we will process a PhotoBooth Event Contract and send it to you.

Name ___________________________________________________
Address ___________________________________________________
City ____________________________ State________ Zip_________
Phone ___________________________________________________
Email ___________________________________________________
Type Of Event _____________________________________________
Number of Persons Expected ________________________________
Date Of Event _____________________________________________
Time of Event _____________________________________________
Location of Event __________________________________________

Return To:
Global Entertainment
Post Office Box 3554
Oshkosh, WI 54903
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